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Presenter

Daniel Kandola

Vice President, EMEA at Camms

Daniel Kandola is responsible for Camms’ development growth strategy in EMEA, while overseeing the process and operations 

within the region. He has experience in implementing powerful and agile GRC and business solutions, and has played a key role in

leading the growth of the EMEA client base over the past 6 years. Daniel is passionate about helping organisations harness their

risk intelligence to achieve strategic business success. A graduate from the University of Sheffield, Daniel obtained a First Class 

Bachelor of Science degree in Information Management for Business.
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We Enable Better Business

300 1,500 3,000 8,000 35,000 60,000

Local and Global  – Global customer base, dedicated UK presence and support

Experienced Team – 400+ staff, 25+ years, 500+ global deployments

Industry Recognition – Forrester, Gartner and G2 recognised as global leaders

Commitment to Innovation – dynamic, agile approach to research and development
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Camms Customers

• Camms has a rapidly growing customer base in the UK, Europe, 

Australia, New Zealand, North America, Middle East and Asia

• Camms fosters and supports an active user community in the UK 

Financial Services industry, including:

• Financial Conduct Authority

• Rathbones

• Hodge Bank

• Amigo Loans

• Financial Services Compensation Scheme

• UK Debt Management Office

• Local Pensions Partnership
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- One organisation, one view of success

- The value of sound strategy and management 

- Integration of risk and strategy

Key Takeaways
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Integrating Governance, Risk 
and Compliance with 
Strategy for Agile Decision 
Making
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Business in a disruption 
filled world
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A.T. Kearney studies why 
most strategy plans 
tend to fail…

88% Stated “Lack of understanding future 
trends” said 15,000 C-Level Execs & Board 

Directors

Why Does Strategic Planning Fail?
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Buckminster Fuller “Knowledge Doubling Curve”
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Company Lifespans Through Time

Average Lifespan of companies in years

Kristóf, Péter
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Technology Adoption
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Fast Moving vs Slow Moving Disruptors (2020 WEF Global Risks)
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How do we define risk 
management?

Governance, Risk and Compliance

GRC is a capability that enables an 
organisation to …

G – reliably achieve objectives
R – address uncertainty, and
C – act with integrity

Source: OCEG GRC Capability Model
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GRC & Strategy: An 
Integrated Approach
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How do you define risk 
management?
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Where on the Risk Maturity Model does your organisation sit?
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The Problem according to Norman Marks 

Norman Marks on the integration of Risk and Strategy:

• All too often the senior team focus on setting the big picture strategy, with risk and 
compliance working at a purely operational level.

• In a NC State University 2020 State of Risk Oversight report, created in partnership 
with the AICPA, asked executives and Board members if they saw risk management as 
vitally important as setting strategy.

“The results found only 3% said absolutely yes, which is a really low result and shows 
they are not seeing the value of risk being part of the setting of strategy.”

• Risk often seen as the department of “No”.

• Norman marks experience 

“My proposition is that the term risk itself is unhelpful in bringing risk and strategy 
together. I know one organisation that changed their risk team to decision support. I 
also like to think of risk as the department of how. It completely reframes the kind of 
support the business needs and the kind of intelligence that can be delivered.”

Norman Marks 
Author, Speaker, Thought Leader,
OCEG Fellow and Honorary Fellow of 
the Institute of Risk Management

https://erm.ncsu.edu/library/article/2020-the-state-of-risk-oversight-an-overview-of-erm-practices
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Why don’t Organisation’s Integrate Risk and Compliance with & Strategy 

Simplistic or overly complex risk 
management models.

Treating ERM as primarily a compliance activity.

Lack of understanding of how risk 
management, strategy development and 
execution best integrate

Evaluating strategic alternatives with the 
highest potential to achieve the organisation’s 
goals together

Lack of clarity on the risk appetite of 
the organisation.

Ensuring the Board and Executive 
Management clearly understand the value 
drivers of the organisation.
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How does an integrated approach look?

Risk management should be integrated with the organisation’s planning and performance framework
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Key Benefits of an Integrated Approach 

Increasing the range of 
opportunities 

Identifying and managing risk entity-wide

Increasing positive outcomes and 
advantage while reducing negative 
surprises

Enhancing Enterprise resilience
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How is Camms helping its 

Customers integrate GRC 

and Strategy? 
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Recent Examples

Financial Conduct Authority

Replacing a failed implementation, the FCA needed a best-practice, integrated approach to managing risk, audits, 

and incidents that was interlinked with their key goals, strategies, and KPIs.

Royal Air Force

Large, complex business transformation programme focused on tighter integration of all planning, performance 

reporting, project delivery and risk and compliance management activities

Rathbones

Wanted to reduce the wasted time, inefficiency, and uncertainty resultant from using spreadsheets, and 

instead operate from a single source of truth across their GRC landscape which could scale alongside their risk 

maturity.
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Camms.Strategy

Strategy Map

Get a bird’s eye view of your strategic plan, along with a holistic view of performance at each level of your planning hierarchy. This is accompanied by easy drill-downs to

investigate performance of key initiatives, metrics, projects and risks.
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Camms.Strategy

Management Dashboard

Ability for Directors and Managers to gain immediate oversight on performance of their Directorate, Business Unit or Team through management dashboards. Tracking

performance on key initiatives or projects, KPIs, budge and risks in an integrated view with the option to drill into detail to support meaningful discussions around team

deliverables
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Camms.Strategy

Integrated Progress Reporting across Planning and Risk Management

A comprehensive solution to managing individual business unit responsibilities across business plans, performance metrics and risks (inc. controls and actions) in and

integrated ‘My Quick Update’ page
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Camms.Risk | Enterprise Risk Management

Risk Analysis

Several analysis options are available to executive and management level users, in the form of both in-system dashboards and standard reporting outputs, to provide

effective oversight of both current risk performance and the historical risk trends
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Camms.Risk | Enterprise Risk Management

Risk Appetite

Out of the box, the solution supports the upload of an organisations risk appetite statement - providing organisations with an effective way to operationalise their risk

tolerance framework. Once uploaded, risks can then be presented within this lens through a variety of different dashboards and reports. Users are also able to leverage a

variety of in-system views which allow for quick and easy profiling or risks against the relevant tolerance level. For example within each of the risk registers, users are able

to pivot the reporting view to only shows risks which are outside of the risk tolerance levels of the organisation.
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Power BI Dashboards
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Thank you. Contact details

Suite 4.3, Parsonage Chambers,
3 The Parsonage
Manchester M3 2HW

T +44 (0) 161 711 0564
E sales@cammsgroup.com


